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Abstract

Mid-infrared (MIR) sideband generation on a near infrared (NIR) optical carrier is demonstrated within a quantum cascade laser (QCL). By employing an externally injected NIR beam, $E_{\text{NIR}}$, that is resonant with the interband transition of the quantum wells in the QCL, the nonlinearity is enhanced, leading to both frequency mixing and sideband generation. A GaAs-based MIR QCL ($E_{\text{QCL}} = 135$ meV) with an aluminum-reinforced waveguide was utilized to overlap the NIR and MIR modes with the optical nonlinearity of the active region. The resulting difference sideband ($E_{\text{NIR}} - E_{\text{QCL}}$) shows a resonant behavior as a function of NIR pump wavelength and a maximum second order nonlinear susceptibility, $\chi^{(2)}$, of $\sim 1$ nm/V was obtained. Further, the sideband intensity showed little dependence with the operating temperature of the QCL, allowing sideband generation to be realized at room temperature.

1. Introduction

Coherent terahertz-optical sideband generation based on resonant nonlinear effects has been previously investigated [1] for potential applications in frequency modulation (FM) and amplitude modulation (AM) of an optical carrier wave at terahertz (THz) rates, as well as for provision of large all-optical wavelength shifts between telecommunication bands [2]. Sideband generation typically involves a near-infrared ($E_{\text{NIR}}$) excitation that is mixed with a THz beam ($E_{\text{THz}}$) within an optical nonlinear material i.e. $E_{\text{sideband}} = E_{\text{NIR}} + nE_{\text{THz}}$, where $n$ is an integer ($n = 1, 2, 3$ etc.). A strong THz source, however, is required for the observations of sidebands. Indeed, sideband generation has been observed in III-V based semiconductors using a free electron laser (FEL) combined with resonant nonlinearities [3, 4] with high conversion efficiencies and room temperature operation [5] as well as extension to high-order harmonic generation [6].

THz quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) [7] are compact and practical semiconductor devices based on intersubband transitions within quantum wells and over the last decade have been developed to give high output powers [8] with intra-cavity powers approaching those used in FEL-based studies. We have recently demonstrated [9, 10] that sideband generation (including high orders) can be realized using the combined resonant interband and intersubband nonlinearities of THz QCLs. However, these investigations have been performed at low temperatures (~10 K) that have been necessary to achieve the highest intra-cavity powers. Furthermore, the wavelength shifts realized were small, limited by the QCL photon energy, which restricts the application of QCLs for wavelength shifting.

In this paper we demonstrate nonlinear sideband generation using a mid-infrared (MIR) QCL [11] and a resonant NIR field. This enables operation at room temperature, as well as providing large wavelength shifts. MIR QCLs are considerably more powerful than their THz frequency counterparts [12] and operate at higher temperatures [13]. However, owing to a much smaller refractive index compared to THz frequencies, MIR QCLs have a considerably greater phase-mismatch with the NIR that is comparable in absolute values to the interband losses, with both contributing to a reduction in the sideband efficiency [14]. Here we show that, using resonant nonlinearities in a three level system, we can compensate for this phase-mismatch. This is realized through a new waveguide that is reinforced with high contrast dielectric layers that ensures that the interband excitation and the sideband are guided within the active region, leading to efficient excitation of the resonant second order nonlinearity, $\chi^{(2)}$.

Previously, MIR optical sideband generation has been demonstrated in QCLs by Zervos et al [15]. However, the observed sideband was extremely weak and only seen at 15 K with a limited resolution owing to the geometry of the apparatus that resulted in strong absorption of the generated sideband. In our work high resolution MIR sideband generation is observed up to room temperature through a slightly detuned resonant interaction allowing a compromise between the enhanced nonlinearity and the increased optical losses to be obtained. We also show that the resonant nonlinear susceptibility is one order of magnitude larger than that of bulk (i.e. non-resonant) GaAs.
2. Resonant Process and Geometry

A resonant nonlinearity corresponds to an enhancement of $\chi^{(2)}$ when one or more incident electromagnetic fields are at exactly the same energy as a material transition. In the case of difference frequency generation in a three level system (Fig. 1(a)), two contributions are possible: a single or a double resonance [16]. For the former, only one of the excitations, $E_a$, is resonant with a real transition, $\Delta E_{12}$:

$$\chi^{(2)}_{\text{single}} \propto \frac{1}{E_a - \Delta E_{12} - i\Gamma_{12}} \propto \frac{1}{\Gamma_{12}}$$

where $\Gamma_{12}$ is the linewidth of the transition. For the latter, all the excitations, $E_a$, $E_b$, and $E_c$ are resonant with the transitions $\Delta E_{13}$, $\Delta E_{12}$ and $\Delta E_{23}$, and $\chi^{(2)}$ is given by:

$$\chi^{(2)}_{\text{double}} \propto \frac{1}{E_a - \Delta E_{13} - i\Gamma_{13}} \frac{1}{E_b - \Delta E_{12} - i\Gamma_{12}} \propto \frac{1}{\Gamma_{13}\Gamma_{12}}$$

This results in a much larger nonlinearity when compared to a single resonance. A MIR QCL, however, has a more complex bandstructure than a simple three level system. Figure 1(b) shows the schematic of the resonant nonlinear process for the generation of the difference frequency, similar to that observed in sideband generation with THz QCLs [10]. One hole state and the three principal electronic states in the active region of the QCL are shown: the MIR QCL transition, $E_{\text{QCL}}$ (represented in green), takes place between the $E_3$ and $E_2$ states (represented in green) with the lower state $E_2$ depopulated by resonant electron-phonon scattering to the electron state $E_1$ ($E_{\text{LO}} = E_2 - E_1 \sim 36$ meV). The external NIR excitation, $E_{\text{NIR}}$ (blue arrow) is brought into resonance with interband transitions between the confined hole and the lowest lying electronic states ($E_2$ and $E_1$). This resonance enhances the nonlinear susceptibility, permitting a nonlinear interaction between the NIR and MIR beams within the QCL cavity and resulting in sideband generation through the difference frequency, $E_{\text{sideband}} = E_{\text{NIR}} - E_{\text{QCL}}$ (red arrow).

![Fig. 1.](image)

Our experimental realization of the sideband generation scheme is based on a collinear geometry for all the interacting waves [10] i.e. in the same plane parallel to the surface of the QCL (Fig. 1(c)). This type of guided geometry for both the MIR emission and input interband excitation provides a relatively long interaction length ($\sim 1/\alpha_p$ where $\alpha_p$ are the pump losses) compared to surface excitation [15]. The QCL also acts as an optical filter of the NIR pump when in resonance with interband transitions, facilitating the observation of the sideband. Experimentally, the NIR pump is coupled into one end of the QCL cavity (the facet) and the sideband exits the opposite facet (Fig. 1(c)), with the NIR pump absorbed if above the effective bandgap of the material (i.e. the lowest lying electron-hole transitions). Similarly for this transmission geometry, the
generated sideband can only be observed if it lies below the effective band gap as otherwise it would be absorbed. Hence only the lowest energy interband resonances can be explored. In this case the full expression for the resonant $\chi^{(2)}$ for a three level nonlinear interaction becomes [16, 17]:

$$\chi^{(2)} = \frac{N_H}{\varepsilon_0} \left( \frac{\mu_{HE_1} \mu_{HE_2} \mu_{E_1 H}}{E_{\text{sideband}} - \Delta E_{HE_1} - i\Gamma_{HE_1}} \right)$$

where, $E_{\text{sideband}}$ is detuned from $\Delta E_{HE_1}$ (transition between the hole state and $E_2$) by $E_{QCL} - E_{LO} \sim 100 \text{ meV}$ resulting in a reduction in $\chi^{(2)}$. $E_{\text{sideband}}$ is close to resonance with $\Delta E_{HE_1}$, the transition between the hole state and $E_1$. $\mu_{ij} (E_{ij})$ are the dipole matrix elements (transitions energies) for the 3 states (H, $E_1$ and $E_2$) and $N_H$ is the density of states in the valence band.

3. QCL design

GaAs/AlGaAs based QCLs grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) employing a three-well active region (AR) design [18] were utilized. This design has been previously used to demonstrate high temperature laser operation at ~9.2 µm ($\nu_{QCL} = 33 \text{ THz}$, $E_{QCL} = 135 \text{ meV}).$ The AR comprises a total of 45 periods resulting in an AR thickness of 2 µm, with each period n-doped to $1.4 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3}$. In order to achieve resonant frequency mixing it is important to consider both the waveguide modes of the MIR QCL emission and the external NIR excitation. Figure 2(a) shows these optical guided modes in the typical plasmon-enhanced waveguides used in GaAs-based MIR QCLs [18]. Here both sides of the AR are clad by thick low doped GaAs layers (C2), which are themselves clad by highly-doped GaAs (the ‘plasmon’ layers, C1) to reduce the MIR refractive index and hence confine the MIR mode. The MIR, the NIR modes and the NIR refractive index are shown in green, red and blue, respectively. The MIR mode is well confined in the AR as expected. However, the two fundamental NIR modes are confined on either side of the AR owing to the larger refractive index of GaAs compared with that of the AR. Even though there is an overlap of the modes, a spatial overlap between the modes and the AR is necessary to obtain frequency mixing. This is a result of inversion symmetry arguments - GaAs does not possess a large second order resonant nonlinearity unless there is an asymmetry in the electronic potential, for example when a large electric field is applied to quantum wells [19], or in asymmetric coupled quantum wells [20], as in the AR. Indeed sideband generation was not detected with a QCL with this type of waveguide.

![Fig. 2. Intensity profiles of the MIR QCL mode at 9.2 µm (green line) and the NIR modes at 800 nm (red lines). The right axes show the NIR refractive index of the layers (dark blue line).](a) Conventional plasmon enhanced MIR waveguide with GaAs cladding layers (C1 doped at $6 \times 10^{19} \text{ cm}^{-3}$ and C2 doped at $8 \times 10^{19} \text{ cm}^{-3}$) around the AR. (b) Modified Al-enhanced MIR waveguide with the additional Al$_{0.25}$Ga$_{0.75}$As layers (C3) around the AR to confine the NIR mode in the AR. C3 is doped at $1 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3}$. C1 is identical to (a) whilst C2 is GaAs doped at $1 \times 10^{19} \text{ cm}^{-3}$.](b)

To this end, a new waveguide was designed that has been reinforced by the insertion of Al$_{0.25}$Ga$_{0.75}$As layers directly around the AR (C3 in Fig. 2(b)). As shown on the right axis of Fig. 2(b), the refractive index of this layer is lower than that of the AR which has an average aluminium-content of ~17%. This allows the NIR mode to be guided within the active region with a 100% overlap, and an overlap of 43% with the MIR mode ensuring that a resonant nonlinearity is induced for sideband generation. The MIR QCL mode itself is slightly improved upon incorporation of the Al$_{0.25}$Ga$_{0.75}$As layers with an AR overlap and losses of 43% and 15 cm$^{-1}$ compared to 34% and 15.6 cm$^{-1}$, respectively, for a conventional waveguide. In principal, an increase in confinement would be obtained by increasing the aluminium content further but 25% was chosen as a compromise between the increase in the refractive index contrast and the reduction in the electronic mobility [21].
The samples were processed, cleaved and mounted in a continuous flow cryostat on copper mounts, where the temperature was varied between 210 K and room temperature. At 210 K the samples demonstrated a laser threshold current density of 10 kA/cm^2 with peak output powers of 95 mW (inset to Fig. 5).

The external NIR excitation was provided by continuous wave tunable Ti:Sapphire (Ti:Sa) laser (\(\lambda = 750 \text{ nm} - 900 \text{ nm}\)) with output powers of 10 mW. (These low pump powers result in a small excited population near the input facet which does not alter the threshold or output powers of the QCL.) The polarization was chosen to be the same as for the QCL emission i.e. transverse magnetic (TM) and thus will predominately excite transitions from light hole states [10]. The NIR beam was coupled into and out of the QCL cavity using high numerical aperture objectives. The transmitted difference frequency was then detected using a grating spectrometer coupled to a CCD array. The QCL was operated in pulsed mode with 150 ns pulses and at a frequency of 70 kHz, and the Ti:Sa laser was synchronized to the QCL modulation using an acousto-optic modulator.

4. MIR sideband generation

Figure 3 shows the transmitted signal detected on the CCD array with the QCL biased above the laser threshold at a temperature of 210 K. The QCL ridge width was 12 \(\mu\text{m}\) with a cavity length of 1 mm. The NIR excitation, \(E_{\text{NIR}}\), was 1.61 eV, considerably above the lowest electron-hole transition of the material (the effective bandgap, \(E_g \approx 1.52 \text{ eV}\)). \(E_{\text{NIR}}\) is visible as a result of a parasitic part of the beam that does not pass through the ridge. The sideband is clearly observed at \(E_{\text{sideband}} = E_{\text{NIR}} - E_{\text{QCL}} = 1.475 \text{ eV} (\lambda_{\text{sideband}} = 840 \text{ nm})\), i.e. separated from the pump \(E_{\text{NIR}}\) by the QCL photon energy (\(E_{\text{QCL}} = 135 \text{ meV}\)) and is below \(E_g\). The inset shows an amplified view of the sideband revealing many modes with a 0.2 meV separation (~48 GHz), and is a replica of the QCL Fabry Perot emission.

![Fig. 3. Sideband spectrum measured with the QCL at a temperature of 210 K. The NIR excitation beam is at 1.61 eV, above the effective bandgap, \(E_g\), and the generated sideband is observed at 1.475 eV, separated from the NIR beam by exactly the MIR QCL energy (135 meV). The inset shows an expanded view of the generated sideband. The top axis of the inset is the calculated MIR spectral range (\(E_{\text{NIR}} - E_{\text{sideband}}\)).](image)

To demonstrate the resonant nature of the sideband generation, the integrated sideband intensity was investigated as a function of the pump excitation energy (Fig. 4(a) - black squares). As the NIR beam is increased in energy above \(E_g\), the sideband intensity slowly increases. A clear maximum is observed for a pump energy of 1.61 eV (\(E_{\text{sideband}} = 1.475 \text{ meV}\)) followed by sharp drop in intensity. The latter is a result of the sideband being absorbed as its energy starts to exceed the effective bandgap of the material for pump energies greater than 1.61 eV owing to an exponential increase in the losses. The data greater than 1.61 eV is fitted with an exponential fit to illustrate the sharp drop in sideband intensity [22]. The lower energy, part of the curve can be fitted by a Lorentzian dependence centred on the peak pump energy. This highlights the dependence of the sideband intensity on the square of the resonant susceptibility and how it increases rapidly as a resonance is approached. In the case of a single resonance [16]:

\[
I_{\text{sideband}} \propto \left| \chi^{(2)} \right|^2 \propto \frac{1}{(E_{\text{NIR}} - E_0)^2 - \Gamma^2} \tag{4}
\]

where \(E_0\) is the energy of the peak intensity (1.613 eV from the fit of the data) and \(2\Gamma\) is the full-width-at-half maximum of the nonlinearity (equal to 82 meV from the fit of the data). Although a Lorentzian fit can be performed, the number of states involved is greater than just a single resonance.

Figure 4(b) shows the bandstructure of the QCL transition zone (where the electronic transition takes place) with both the valence and conduction band profiles. The main states are highlighted: the two lowest hole states LH_1 and LH_2 and the electron states E_3, E_2 and E_1. The laser transition is \(E_3 - E_2 \approx 135 \text{ meV}\) while \(E_2 - \ldots\)
$E_1 \sim 36 \text{ meV}$ is equal to the GaAs phonon energy. As the interband dipole matrix elements [Eq. (3)] are proportional to the overlap integrals between the hole and electron states, $|<\Psi_h|\Psi_e>|$ [16], the latter are compared to the sideband intensity in Fig. 4(a) (red stars). In the energy range before the onset of absorption of the sideband, significant overlaps are observed for the transitions LH$_2$E$_1$, LH$_2$E$_2$ and LH$_2$E$_3$ at 1.549 eV, 1.586 eV and 1.605 eV respectively. It appears that LH$_2$E$_2$ and LH$_2$E$_3$ coincide with the increase in sideband intensity until absorption of the sideband sets in, with little or no contribution to the sideband from the LH$_2$E$_1$ excitation. However, as the interband excitation is above the effective gap, a simple two level consideration is insufficient to describe the system and a three level system needs to be considered instead. Indeed, using [Eq. (3)] summed over the contribution of both hole states, $|\chi^{(2)}|^2$ is calculated and plotted in Fig. 4(a), and shows a good correlation with the experimental data until the absorption point of the generated sideband. ($\Gamma$ was chosen to be 40 meV from the lorentzian fit and $N_{hi}$ (the density of light hole states is the valence band) $\sim 3 \times 10^{11} \text{ cm}^{-2}$ at 210 K [17]). The nonlinear susceptibility here is determined to be $\chi^{(2)} = 0.8 \times 10^5 \text{ pm/V}$ and is compared to the experimentally determined value below.

The efficiency of the sideband generation can be evaluated by measuring the integrated power at the sideband frequency and comparing it to the transmitted pump power when the pump energy is below the bandgap (i.e. $P_{\text{sideband}}/P_{\text{NIR}}$) [10]. (This method allows the coupling efficiencies of the pump laser to be taken into account). A maximum efficiency of $1 \times 10^{-3}$% was determined at 210 K for $E_{\text{NIR}} = 1.61 \text{ eV}$. This value is considerably lower than the 0.1% efficiencies obtained with THz QCLs [10] and can be attributed to a lower susceptibility and a larger phase mismatch for interactions with MIR radiation. Although the phase mismatch in THz QCLs could be neglected when compared to the optical interband losses ($\Delta k \ll a_p$) as a result of the large refractive index in the THz range [10, 23], this is not the case in the MIR where the much lower refractive index results in a larger phase mismatch (at $\Delta k = \pi a_p$). This limits further the interaction length, and as a result reduces the efficiency. Using the full expression for the nonlinear efficiency, $\eta$, the resonant nonlinear susceptibility can be determined from [14]:

$$\eta = \frac{P_{\text{sideband}}}{P_{\text{NIR}}} = \frac{8\pi^2 P_{\text{QCL}} L^2}{e_0 n_{\text{NIR}} n_{\text{QCL}} n_{\text{sideband}} c S A_{\text{sideband}}^2} \left| \chi^{(2)} \right|^2 \frac{\sin^2 \left( \frac{\Delta k L}{2} \right) + s h^2 \left( \alpha p L \frac{L}{2} \right)}{\left( \frac{\Delta k L}{2} \right)^2 + \left( \alpha p L \frac{L}{2} \right)^2} e^{-\alpha p L}$$

(5)

where $P_{\text{sideband}}$, $P_{\text{NIR}}$, $P_{\text{QCL}}$, $n_{\text{QCL}}$ are the intensities (refractive indexes) of the difference frequency generated beam, the NIR input pump and the MIR QCL, respectively. $\lambda_{\text{sideband}}$ is the generated wavelength (840 nm), S is the interaction area determined from the modal overlap (32 µm$^2$), $\Delta k$ is the phase mismatch and $\alpha_p$ are the pump losses. Using the GaAs refractive index [24], $\Delta k$ is approximately 7000 cm$^{-1}$ which is the same order of magnitude as $\alpha_p \sim 3000 \text{ cm}^{-1}$. Taking the maximum efficiency of $1 \times 10^{-3}$%, a second-order susceptibility of $\chi^{(2)} \sim 1 \times 10^3 \text{ pm/V}$ is determined. This is in reasonable agreement with the theoretical value above, considering that higher conduction band states are not taken into account and there is uncertainty in the phase mismatch. As with the efficiency, the susceptibility is smaller than in the THz range [10], but can be understood by the detuning of the MIR interaction from a fully resonant excitation, where $\chi^{(2)}$ is given by [Eq. (3)]. In the case of sideband generation with a THz QCL [10], a bound-to-continuum design was employed. That design has an electronic transition close to the absorption edge and
can therefore be approximated by a simple three level system with a double resonant excitation with \( E_{HE3} \sim E_{NIR} \), \( E_{HE2} \sim E_{sideband} \) and \( E_{QCL} = E_{E2E3} \). However, for the case of the MIR QCL used here, the QCL transition is separated from the band-edge by the phonon energy between states \( E_1 \) and \( E_2 \) (36 meV). This results in a more complex system with a detuning from a fully resonant system, resulting in a lower susceptibility. It should be noted that if a double resonance can be achieved when all the beams are at resonance with real states, an order of magnitude increase in the susceptibility could be achieved, which would result in a much larger sideband efficiency. In this case the k-space dispersion [19] and the inclusion of the QCL state populations would need to be taken into account.

5. **Room temperature sidebands**

The temperature evolution of the sideband signal is shown in Fig. 5, for a 1.5 mm long QCL with a 7 µm ridge together with the light-current (LI) characteristics of the lasers (inset). The output power was measured using a calibrated detector. The sideband intensity is plotted as a function of temperature (black squares), and compared to the maximum QCL output power (red squares). (The NIR pump energy was reduced for each temperature to take into account the reduction in the effective bandgap as the temperature is increased). Laser action is observed up to 300 K and sideband generation was observed up to 295 K. The temperature dependence appears to be the same for both the sideband intensity and output power, suggesting that the resonant nonlinearity remains identical and that broadening of the related transitions is not critical between 210 K and 295 K. This is possibly a result of the compensation of the broadening with an increase in the density of states with temperature [25]. These results are extremely promising for the future use of InGaAs/AlInAs/InP based QCLs that are considerably more powerful and exhibit higher temperature operation that their GaAs counterparts [13]. As the bandgap of InGaAs falls into the telecom range, this could lead to efficient sideband generation with MIR QCLs for communications applications.

![Fig. 5. Integrated spectra of each sideband as a function of temperature up to 295 K (black squares) compared with the QCL output power (red squares). Inset: Light-current characteristics for different temperatures.](image)

### Conclusion

Optical sideband generation has been demonstrated in MIR QCLs up to room temperature. By bringing a NIR interband excitation into resonance with the electronic states of a QCL, the nonlinear susceptibility is enhanced, resulting in frequency mixing and the generation of the difference frequency sideband. This was achieved by realizing an Al-reinforced MIR QCL waveguide to enable a strong overlap of all the interacting fields with the nonlinear active region. An efficiency of \( 1 \times 10^{-3} \% \) was determined corresponding to a resonant second order nonlinearity of \( 1 \times 10^{-3} \) pm/V, which is one order of magnitude larger than the non-resonant bulk nonlinearity. Future work will concentrate on InP-based QCLs allowing sideband generation to be demonstrated in the telecommunications range, as well as increasing the conversion efficiency using a double resonant geometry. In addition to providing large wavelength shifts in the telecom bands between 1.3 µm and 1.55 µm, the ultrafast properties of intersubband transitions [26] can be used to for sideband modulation at high frequencies (> 30 GHz) by direct electrical modulation of the QCL. Furthermore this technique will enable use of mature and high performance NIR techniques (such as fast and sensitive detectors) to be applied to the characterization of QCL for modelocking [27] or frequency comb generation [28], as well as providing a simple method of stabilizing a QCL to an optical comb through MIR up-conversion [29].
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